
ARCHAEOLOGICAL NOTES 

The following notes on fieldwork carried out in the county in 2001 have been compiled from notes provided by commercial archaeological orgalliSations, and lists of projects provided by ·the Millon Keynes and Buckinghamshire County Council's Archaeological Officers. The writer is grateful to those organisations and individuals for their assistance. Nevertheless, the record is incomplete, since not all organisations on the above project lists have responded to a request for information. The regional journal South Midlands A~ haeology should therefore also be consulted. The reader is reminded that the Sites and Monuments Records maintained by Buckinghamshire County Council and Milton Keynes ou nci l are the primary sources for mor d ·tailed information on sites and find . As previously, the precise location of certain discoveries, particularly those that might contain metal objects, has not been given in order to reduce the chance of looting. 
Bob Zeep11t1t 

KEY For the sak of brevity, and in order to avoid repetition, the nam es of some of the contribut ing organisations have been abbreviated as follows: 
AA AMS 
ASC 
CAS CAT HAT JMHS MFA NA OA TVAS 

Albion Archaeology Archaeological Management Services (Foundations Archaeology) Archaeological Services & Consultancy Ltd County Archaeological Services Cotswold Archaeological Trust Hertfordshire Archaeological Trust John Moore Heritage Services Michael Farley Archaeology Northants Archaeology Oxford Archaeology Thames Valley Archaeological Services Ltd 

PREHISTORIC 
Broughton: Broughton Barns Quarry SP 9076 4056 
Evaluation in 1996 revealed the remains of Iron Age and Roman field systems and settlement enclosures (Records 42, 150). A watching brief has been maintained by Andy Chapman of NA through four years of quarrying. In 200 I two previously unkn wn -shaped en lo 'Ures wer located. Jn one a single un-urned and two urned cremations were recovered from the ditch, but there were no internal features. Charcoal from one of the urns has been radiocarbon dated to the early Bronze Age (1880-1490 cal BC, 2 sigma, Wk10427). This urn also showed a complex sequence of deposition indicating how charcoal, burnt bone and burnt soil had been carefully and separately collected from the pyre site and equally carefully deposited in the urn. "n wards the north-east end of the quarry, mU<;;h of the plan of a rectangu lar enclosure sy tern dated to the early to mid 1st century AD has been recovered. Internal features are sparse but include some pit groups and a clay-lined oven. A linear ditch towards the northern side of the quarry, and running parallel with the present stream, was of late Roman date. 
Milton Keynes: Monkston Park SP 883 382 
In February an archaeological evaluation ofland on the eastern flank of Milton Keynes, at Monkston Park, was undertaken by Martin Wilson and Drew Shotliff of AA. The work was occasi ned by the discovery of archaeological deposits dUJing infrastructure works (see Records 42, 151 for previous work on this site). The evaluation identified two foci of archaeological features on the west side of the development area, on the western slope of a low ridge overlooking the river Ouzel. The northern focus largely comprised shallow ditches or gullies, with occasional shallow pits and postholes. Flint 
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debitage from these features is indicative of a prehistoric date. The southern focus, of greater density and a particularly good state of preservation, comprised pits, ditches and postholes, dating from the middle Iron Age to the Roman periods. A deposit of stones cut by a later feature is believed to be the foundation of a structure. The fills of the pits and ditches generally contained organic material and pottery, indicating domestic waste. A fragment of bronze smelting waste suggests that metallurgical production was practised at this site during the Iron Age. A trench placed between the two foci exposed a further three pits of uncertain date. Another trench to the east located a series of undated postholes, one of which contained a second fragment of smelting waste. Subsequent gradiometer survey located numerous linear features, effectively clarifying the spatial organisation of the Iron Age and Romano-British features encountered during trial excavation. These included a large, rectilinear enclosure that was entirely missed by the trenches. Overall, the results indicate the presence ofthe remains of Iron Age and Roman settlements, on which pre-enclosure agricultural boundaries were later superimposed. 
ROMANO-BRITISH 
Aylesbury: High School SP 8248 1325 
The watching brief commenced in 2000 by the Babtie Group on this site, continued (Records 42, 150). As previously reported, a range of structural and occupation features and artefacts of Roman date were recorded, along with features and finds of early/middle Iron Age date, suggesting the presence of an Iron Age settlement close to Walton Road. 
Aylesbury: Weedon Hill SP 812 157 
An evaluation was carried out by Roy King of AMS at Weedon Hill between October and November. Nineteen trenches were positioned to give as comprehensive a coverage of the site as possible, although some were specifically sited to sample a series of anomalies identified through geophysical survey. The evaluation revealed the presence of dispersed Romano-British features across the study 

area. No clear evidence of settlement activity, such as posthole clusters or pit groups, was identified. Features ofRomano-British date were concentrated on the crest of the hill, with less frequent features on the slope. Most of the features are likely to be representative of Romano-British field systems, and other features on the periphery of a settlement. The pottery assemblage is indicative of settlement throughout the Roman period. All the Roman features were truncated and overlain by medieval agricultural remains. Modern ploughing had in places penetrated through to the top of the underlying natural and had removed all upstanding traces of the medieval ridge and furrow. 
Bow Brickhill: Belvedere Nurseries SP 8874 3395 
In December Dave Thomason of OA carried out an evaluation on this site, which is adjacent to the site of the Roman town of Magiovinium. The evaluation revealed features associated with a Roman field system, the plough soil of which was identified in each trench. These features included probable boundary ditches and associated pits. 
Buckingham: J1!rney Park SP 7004 3344 
In January 2001 an evaluation was undertaken by HAT, prior to the construction of student accommodation by the University. Seven trenches revealed a small number of features, principally enclosure or field ditches of Romano-British date. Small quantities of abraded pottery, of 1st to early/mid 2nd century and 2nd to 4th century date, were recovered from the ditches. Three undated postholes may indicate small-scale occupation. Some areas of previous ground disturbance and truncation were identified. 
Denham: The Lea TQ 0490 8600 
Following an evaluation in 2000 (Records 42, 150), the first phase of area excavation of c.6 hectares in advance of gravel extraction was carried out by CAT in 2001 on land to the west of The Lea. Excavations revealed features dating to the Late Bronze Age, Iron Age, and the Romano-British period. Late Bronze Age activity comprised a segmented 
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double-ditched feature, with a series of contemporary, rectangular ditched enclosures extending from it. Dating evidence from these features comprised 130 sherds of Deverel-Rimbury ware, some of which featured applied finger-tip decorated shoulder cordons. Iron Age activity comprised a probable roundhouse gully with a centrally located hearth, together with associated pits and postholes. Pottery of this period was also excavated from the field system ditches and a segmented doubleditched feature, suggesting that those features were still open at this time. A possible cremation burial was also identified within the field system, but this was unclear due to the very small quantities of bone recovered from its charcoal-rich fill. Virtually no skeletal material, either animal or human, was recovered during the excavation, although thoroughly burnt bone was recovered during the evaluation. Mid to late Iron Age pottery was represented by some 900 sherds in fine flint or quartz tempered fabrics. Diagnostic forms consisted mainly of slackshouldered jars or bowls, some with strap handles. Evidence of early Romano-British activity included a rectilinear enclosure, constructed through a gap within the earlier double-ditched feature, enclosing a curvilinear ditch, a large circular pit c. 8m in diameter, possibly a watering hole for livestock, and further sections of ditches, some in segmented lengths. These ditches represent a much less intensive and perhaps less formalised pattern of land-use than the preceding prehistoric field system. Pits and ditches of this period were also identified in the area of the pit access road, west of the main excavation area. Early Roman pottery was scarce, comprising a few sherds of local wares, Verulamium region whitewares, and samian. Large numbers of iron nails of probable Roman date were recovered, mostly from possible cremations distinguished by charcoal-rich fills containing small quantities of burnt bone. Two coins were recovered: a badly worn mid to late first century AD dupondius and a radiate copy of late third century date. Fewer features dating to the later Romano-British period were identified, but they contained most of the Romano-British finds recovered from the excavation. A single, richly furnished, late Roman burial was excavated on the line of the access road. No trace of human bone survived in the grave, but iron nails were found close to the grave corners, suggesting the use of a coffin, and the nature of the 

grave finds suggested a female. Most of the grave goods were found at one end of the grave and it is clear that, with the possible exception of a ring, these were not worn but placed close to the head or feet. Some artefacts were also deposited during the backfilling of the grave. The most spectacular find was a necklace consisting of over 300 small glass beads and four jet spacer beads. The glass beads occur in a variety of forms and colours and include 25 'goldin-glass' types, which incorporate gold foil within a layer of clear glass. Other finds from the grave include seven jet hairpins, all with faceted cuboid heads, a decorated jet finger-ring, a shale spindle whorl, a bracelet of bone or antler with a copperalloy fastening, a copper-alloy bracelet with crenellated decoration, three blue glass gaming counters and a pottery dish. The form of some of the items within the grave (the hairpins, bracelets and beads), indicate a late Roman date, c.AD 280-400. Certain attributes (the use of black glass beads, the bone bracelet and the jet finger ring), suggested a date late within this range. The probable watering hole was also backfilled during this period. Most of the later Roman pottery, comprising the bulk of the total assemblage of 1200 sherds, was recovered from the fills of this feature. A mid to late third century date is suggested for this material due to the presence of Oxford mortaria, lower Nene Valley colour coated wares, and late forms in local greywares. A large assemblage of worked flint dating to the earlier part of the prehistoric period was also recovered during the excavation, including a small number of residual blades and bladelets of probable Mesolithic date, and two leaf-shaped arrowheads from the earlier Neolithic. Most of the remaining worked flint (over 300 pieces) comprised waste flakes and appears to be contemporary with later prehistoric, probably Bronze Age, activity. A single sherd of cord-impressed pottery represented the earliest pottery to be recovered and was probably of early Bronze Age date. Apart from a probable post-medieval boundary ditch and limited evidence for post-medieval agriculture, no activity dating to the post-Roman or medieval periods was identified. 
Haversham: Hill Farmhouse SP 8362 4366 
An evaluation was undertaken by David Fell and Nigel Wilson of ASC at Hill Farmhouse, prior to 
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the construction of a large detached garage. The site was close to the location of a known Roman building and a short length of wall of possible Roman date was present. Two further walls, dating to the 18th or 19th centuries were also found. No finds were recovered. 
High Wycombe: The Rye su 874 924 
A geophysical survey was undertaken by Pete Masters of NA on behalf of The Chilterns Conference, as part of the Chalk Streams Project. Few archaeological anomalies were detected in relation to the Roman villa remains. A short length of ditch and the possible remains of building rubble were identified. Other anomalies detected include a series of pipes, a former stream channel and associated spring, a field boundary and the possible outline of a building to the north of the present swimming baths. 
Milton Keynes: Downs Barn SP 8599 3998 
In August a watching brief was carried out by Martin Lightfoot of ASC during topsoil stripping for housing development on this site. Two archaeological features were identified: a shallow ditch or gully, and an amorphous scatter of burnt material. Both features contained significant amounts of pottery dating to the Iron Age/Romano-British transitional period (c. 50 BC -AD 1 00). 
Olney: Timpson's Row SP 890 513 
In December Phoenix Consulting Archaeology Ltd managed an archaeological evaluation prior to residential development. Seven trenches were excavated across the site. Only two features were encountered, a large pit and a tree bole. Both contained sherds of Romano-British pottery, although the presence of post-medieval material in the same context in the pit suggests that the Romano-British sherds may have been imported onto the site. There remains a possibility that this material indicates the presence of a site in the vicinity of the development, possibly between the site and the river to the east. 

SAXON AND MEDIEVAL 
'Amersham area' 
A silver Anglo-Saxon buckle, dated by the British Museum to the 9th century, was found by a metal detectorist during a Weekend Wanderers rally. It is a flat, square-loop buckle, the front face being decorated with running animal motifs in the Trewhiddle style, which is extremely rare on buckles. After being declared treasure trove, the buckle has been acquired by the County Museum (2001.57.1). 
Amersham: The Kings Arms su 9566 9730 
Evaluation trenching by TVAS revealed five pits, one medieval and four post-medieval. One contained six sherds of 13th century pottery and a quantity of medieval tile. An earlier building recording had provided details of the chronology of changes to the fabric of this 15th century hall house, through to the 18th century. 
Aylesbury: StMary's School SP 8152 1372 
In February HAT carried out an evaluation prior to residential development of land at the former St Mary's School, followed by a watching brief during groundworks. Sparse prehistoric features consisted of a posthole, a pit and a ditch. Medieval activity was present across most of the site, and comprised several ditches as well as pits and postholes. A large area in the centre of the site had been quarried for clay. A substantial layer of homogenous latemedieval deposits may represent late-medieval levelling of the site, possibly to infill the quarry area. These medieval remains probably represent activity on the periphery of Aylesbury, as there was no evidence of tenement boundaries or street frontage structures. The presence of the latemedieval levelling deposit may suggest a decline of occupation in the area during this period, when the site was turned over to agricultural use. 
Boarstall: Boarstall Tower SP 624 142 
A detailed geophysics survey in the tower gardens by the National Trust successfully mapped the 
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remains of the 15th century (?) manor house at Boarstall, demolished in the 1770s by Sir John Aubrey after the accidental poisoning of his young son. The Trust is also undertaking a topographical survey of the gardens, to be completed in 2002 when the results of the geophysics survey will be overlaid to show the precise location of the house. 
Bow Brickhill: Caldecotte Farm SP 8934 3547 
An evaluation was undertaken by Archaeologica in the yards and garden of the former 19th century Caldecotte Farm. Three large features were identified, probably of medieval date. It is possible that they represent the junction of field boundaries and hollow-ways on the northern margin of the deserted village of Caldecotte. 
Cuddington: St Nicholas Church SP 7374 1121 
During a watching brief by MFA, when French drains were being laid and soakaways dug, the external footings of the tower were unexpectedly found to be present just below existing ground level. A substantial build-up of 'churchyard soil' had been anticipated as the floor within the tower is about 0.5m lower than the external level. The reason for this difference in level is not clear. The floor level inside the tower may have been designed to be lower, in which case its external edge would have been built against the face of a cut; alternatively, it might have been lowered after the tower was constructed in the 15th century. If the latter was the case, this probably took place not long after construction. Lowering would have required the internal face of the footings to have been restructured. An earlier Royal Commission observation that the jambs of the west door had been lengthened may support the latter interpretation. As the internal walls of the tower are plastered and not visible, the matter could not be resolved. Parts of two decorated medieval floor tiles were recovered, possibly made in the Brill-Boarstall industry. Some nine burials, probably articulated, were also recorded, and other disturbed human bone. 

Hedgerley: 74 Hedgerley Lane su 9777 8830 
An archaeological watching brief undertaken by JMHS during excavation for new footings exposed parts of two medieval walls relating to the either the original Preceptory of the Knights Templar, or to its subsequent ownership by the Hospitallers. 
Lavendon: 25A Northampton Road SP 9148 5361 
A watching brief conducted by CAS on excavations for an extension, located a sub-circular pit of 12th century date, truncated by a modem drainage ditch. 
Newport Pagnell: 40-42 High Street SP 8768 4398 
A watching brief was carried out by Archaeologica during the excavation of wall foundations. A cesspit of late 13 or 14th century date was encountered, sealed with stones and rubbish probably in the 14th-15th century. Also encountered was a layer of domestic and industrial refuse, the latter from smithing activities, dating from the 14th to 15th centuries. A limestone wall post-dating the cesspit, at a slight angle to the present boundary, was also found. 
Olney: 3 High Street SP 4889 2536 
A watching brief was undertaken by Archaeologica during the construction of a conservatory at the rear of the property. Several pits were identified, with dates ranging from the 13th to the 19th century. The wall of a building immediately to the rear of, and running under, the present 18th century house was also revealed. A 13th century sherd was recovered from its construction trench. In the south end of the site, two robber trenches of 13th century or later date belonging to a second building were identified, associated with a number of postholes. 
Penn: Stumpwell Cottage su 9096 9336 
An evaluation of an area proposed for an extension to the existing property was undertaken by JMHS. 
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One post-hole of late medieval date was located, and a piece of worn, glazed tile, a product of the local industry. 
Princes Risborough: Town Farm Barns SP 8075 0345 
Archaeological investigation was carried out by JMHS prior to the construction of seven residential units. A sherd of early/middle Saxon pottery indicates activity of this date in the vicinity of the site. Residual early-medieval pottery may indicate that the Church Street frontage was occupied in this period. By the late 15th century the area was a 'backyard' for a property on Church Street, and was sub-divided in the 17th century before the farmyard was separated from a small garden/ orchard in the 18th century. 
Shenley Church End: Oakhill Road, Plot 5 SP 8276 3661 
A watching brief was maintained by Archaeologica during topsoil stripping and the excavation of foundations for a house and attached garage. Stripping revealed 19th century garden features, probably associated with landscaped gardens shown on late 19th century Ordnance Survey maps of the area. The only significant archaeological feature revealed was a substantial east-west ditch, probably of medieval date. This feature runs parallel to Oakhill Road, which is probably of medieval origin. It was possibly a boundary separating the open field system from the settlement area. A late 16th/ 17th century sherd was recovered from its secondary fill. 
Singleborough to Great Horwood Sewer SP 7662 3187 to SP 7699 3109 
In October a watching brief was maintained by Neville Hall of ASC during the construction of a sewer pipeline between Singleborough and Great Horwood. The easement corridor traversed a plough headland and ridge and furrow of medieval origin. 
Woughton: Frenches Farm SP 8725 3737 
A watching brief was carried out by Archaeologica during underpinning works. The house probably 

dates from the first half of the 17th century, with a 19th century extension. Under the 17th century parts of the house, the remains of a well-preserved house of 15th/16th century date, and associated external features, were identified. The shallow foundations of the later house had not destroyed deposits relating to the earlier house, which had been sealed by make-up layers incorporating roof tiles from the demolished structure. Features related to the earlier house comprised a stone hearth associated with an oval area of burnt clay, a floor surface and several stone wall-footings. External features included an ashy surface and two contemporary rubbish pits. 
POST-MEDIEVAL AND UNDATED 
Amersham, Four Winds, The Platt su 9567 9716 
An evaluation was carried out by TVAS in advance of an extension to this grade II listed 17th century house. A large hollow, probably a quarry pit, appeared to have been backfilled in the 17th century, presumably to prepare the ground for the construction of the present building. 
Brill: 6 Highland Close SP 6531 1409 
In October 2001 James Mumford ofOA carried out a watching brief during construction of a rear extension. A large post-medieval feature, possibly a quarry pit, was revealed beneath a deep soil layer, probably landscaping. 
Brill: rear of the Sun Hotel SP 6540 1410 
During April 2001 HAT carried out an evaluation prior to residential development, revealing a number of features associated with the postmedieval pottery production industry in the area. These included dumps of kiln waste material, including stacked whole waste pots, sherds of slipware bowls and dishes, potting clay and charcoal, vitrified brick, ring stilts and tile fragments, possibly used as spacers. This material was deposited mainly in sand quarry pits. No kilns were recorded. The features were confined to the south and south-west parts of the site, and dated to the 
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17th-18th and 19th century. A trench within the footprint of the proposed building revealed no archaeological features . 
Buckingham: Prebend House Lodge SP 6932 3359 
A watching brief was carried out by Matt Edgeworth of AA during limited building foundation repairs on Prebend House Lodge in Hunter Street. The site was within the supposed boundaries of the Saxon burh, opposite the f01mer site of the church. Sections were obtained through deposits to a depth of about 2m, but these consisted mostly of 18th and 19th century foundations and there were no surviving Saxon or medieval layers or features. However, the foundations did cut an ancient palaeochannel (former course of the river Ouse) at a depth of about 1.8m. There were no finds from this feature. 
Buckingham: St. Peter and Paul's Church SP 6946 3375 
Between October and January 2002, James Mumford of OA carried out a watching brief in advance of internal renovations in the west end of the church and the excavation of a service trench located on the south side of the church. The watching brief revealed that the church was built on the make-up of the castle mound, and that the site had been cleared and levelled prior to its construction. 
Chalfont St Giles: St Giles Church su 991 935 
A watching brief carried out by MFA during the excavation of a gas pipe trench on the north side of the church exposed only one feature of archaeological interest, a probable short length of mortared flint wall, close to the tower and not apparently related to the present church structure. 
Chi/tern Chalk Streams Project 
This project, commissioned by the Chilterns Conservation Board, was a preliminary study of the historic environment of the Chess and Misbourne rivers, and was undertaken by Jonathan Hunn of ASC during the spring and early summer of 2001. The aim of the project was characterise the historic 

environment of these two chalk streams so that the relationship between physical and man-made influences of the river valleys can be better understood and managed appropriately. The study comprised desk-based research, including examination of all readily available sources of historical, cartographic and archaeological information, and a comprehensive walkover survey of the two valley bottoms: the river Chess from Rickmansworth to Chesham (8 miles) and the river Misbourne from Uxbridge to Great Missenden (15 .8 miles) . The most important aspect of this project has been the development of a methodology for recording the historic environment of these streams, and for identifYing and classifying the pattern of exploitation from historical and archaeological sources. The ultimate aim of the project is to inform and guide stream management decisions in the future. To this end, the project has produced detailed digital data on each segment of the two rivers and a GIS-based information system to enable rapid access to the historic environment data. 
Great Gaddesden: Duncombe Farm, Ash ridge SP 9695 1405 
A watching brief was maintained by the National Trust over repairs and alterations to this 16th century farm. A number of re-used timbers at firstfloor level were recorded. 
Great Missenden: Church of St Peter and St Paul SP 9000 0101 
A watching brief was carried out by TVAS during the insertion of new drains. The trenches were only rarely deep enough to reach natural geology. In some areas only made-ground was disturbed. Trenches north of the church exposed some human remains in section, some with decaying wood and nails still in place, and the tops ofbrick-built vaults were located in two places. The disturbed remains were reinterred in one of the vaults. A single undiagnostic prehistoric flint flake was recovered from the spoil. 
Halton: Princess Mary Hospital, RAF Halton SP 8780 0860 
In October, Mark Brett of CAT carried out an evaluation of land at the hospital. A few undated or 
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post-medieval features were revealed, including postholes, pits and a possible ditch terminus. The evaluation also demonstrated that there had been considerable levelling and landscaping across the site, evidently contemporary with the construction of the hospital itself in the 1920s, or the later residential housing estates. 
Hedsor: Canadian Red Cross Memorial Hospital su 913 845 
A detailed recording exercise was carried out by James Moir of Finial Associates for the National Trust, prior to the residential redevelopment of the site. This WW2 military hospital was erected entirely with funds raised by the Canadian Red Cross, and was the second purpose-built hospital at Cliveden. At the start of WW1 the Astors gave the site, formerly a cricket pitch, to be used for the construction of a temporary hospital. This was built to a novel butterfly plan,using pre-fabricated buildings. These were demolished at the end of the war, leaving a single structure, the 'Institute Building', which was incorporated into the later WW2 hospital. The latter was built to the designs of Robert Atkinson and was erected in six months. It comprised a number of brick buildings with cast iron windows and asbestos sheet roofs, laid over prefabricated trusses. The survival of these buildings to the present day provides testimony to the quality of their design and constructi on. They remained in use unl.il 1985 when the site was last used as an NHS hospital. Most of the buildings underwent only minor modifications and the original design and construction of the hospital can therefore be traced closely from the original plan drawings. Sadly, the buildings have been heavily vandalised and still retain large amounts of asbestos pipe lagging. 
High Wycombe: Hughenden Manor su 861 953 
A watching brief was maintained by the National Trust over repairs to the north and east fronts. Particular attention was paid to recording evidence of former paint schemes and methods of pointing applied to the building in the 18th and 19th centuries. 

High Wycombe: RAF High Wycombe su 829 987 
Dave Thomason of OA carried out a field evaluation for the Royal Air Force in May. The evaluation revealed only a single possible gully, which was undated. OA also mapped the line of the ancient Grim's Ditch, which crosses the base. 
High Wycombe, The Courtyard, rear of 25-31A Frogmoor su 8637 9326 
An evaluation of the site by JMHS found that no deposits of medieval date survived on the site. The earliest deposit encountered, apparently alluvial, is dated to perhaps the 16th century, and was later used for horticultural activity. A distinct change of land-use appears to have occurred in the 17th century, when the area was surfaced with a substantial depth of chalk. This suggests the need for a heavy-duty yard surface perhaps for wagons. Above the chalk surface was an undated deposit, presumably imported to raise the area at the rear as successive road surfaces of Frogmoor were laid. 
Iver: StPeter's Church TQ 0500 8130 
In October James Mumford of OA carried out a watching brief during the construction of an extension to the north side of church. The watching brief revealed that the area had been heavily disturbed by graves and burial chambers, and also by construction debris from later alterations to the church and to services. 
Lavendon: Lavendon Grange SP 9025 5365 
In January Robin Bashford of OA undertook a watching brief at Lavendon Grange. A north-south aligned, rubble-filled ditch was recorded, along with evidence for a possible 17th century garden feature. 
Longwick-cum-Ilmer: Ivy Cottage, Meadle SP 795 065 
In June, Robin Bashford of OA undertook a watching brief during groundworks associated with 
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the construction of a new house. Two undated south-east to north-west aligned ditches were revealed, which may represent the line of a former trackway. Two possible postholes were undated. A post-medieval land drain was also discovered in the course of the work. 
Ludgershal/: The Warrens SP 6579 1770 
An archaeological watching briefby JMHS, during excavation for footings for a new garage, exposed a ditch and pit of 17/18th century date. 
Medmenham: RAF Medmenham su 817 846 
Following an archaeological evaluation in 1998 (Records 40, Ill), a watching brief was maintained by Mark Holmes of NA during the construction of new offices and associated landscaping at the site of this former RAF station. To date, this has revealed only a group of three undated pits, and a fourth pit containing a small quantity of Iron Age pottery. 
Mentmore: StMary's Church SP 9038 1976 
The excavation of drainage trenches at St Mary's Church was observed by MFA. The church was substantially restored in 1857, shortly after the construction of the adjacent Mentmore House for Baron Rothschild. The watching brief noted early footings, indicating that the chancel - said to have been rebuilt during the restoration - may also have been extended at that time. Other footings recorded at the east end of the north aisle, show that the modern vestry may be on the site of an earlier vestry, of which there is an account prior to the restoration. The north wall of the north aisle had been largely re-faced. Its west end, which formerly appears to have partially clasped the tower, seems to have been demolished at the time of the Victorian restoration, and rebuilt further east on an earlier foundation. In the churchyard the drainage trenches encountered a few burials, and a possible wall was noted. One soakaway revealed an apparent buried soil, and another an Upper Greensand fluvial feature. 

Newport Pagnell: flood defences SP 866 447 
Between July and September Nicola King of ASC undertook a watching brief during the construction of flood defences at three sites in Newport Pagnell: Kickles Farm, Castle Meadow and Riverside Meadow. No significant archaeological features were encountered at any of these sites, though postmedieval ceramics, clay pipes and building materials were common unstratified finds. The Kickles Farm site produced evidence of ridge and furrow cultivation, clearly apparent in the subsoil and as features in the adjoining fields. Castle Meadow produced abundant unstratified medieval pottery and revealed the footings of a post-medieval building in the children's playground. In Riverside Meadow the excavated footings revealed the makeup layers of the riverbank and the adjacent yard. 
Newport Pagnell, 126 High Street SP 8726 4381 
A watching brief was carried out by R. J. Ivens during the excavation of foundation trenches for a new garage and workshop at the rear of the property. A large and sharply cut ditch-like feature was recorded in both the western and eastern footings trenches. The ditch was some 3m wide and although not fully excavated was at least 1.6m deep. During a partial collapse of the western trench, natural gravel was observed behind the fill of this ditch, suggesting that the ditch turns sharply to the north, immediately west of the site. The few artefacts found in the ditch fill indicate a postmedieval date. On this basis, it seems likely that this may be the southern ditch of Bastion B, shown on Cornelius Vanden Broome's 1644 plan of the Civil War defences of Newport Pagnell. 
Newport Pagnel/: 5 Paggs Court SP 8759 4380 
A watching brief was maintained by Archaeologica during the excavation of foundation trenches. Observations revealed a cobbled horizontal surface across much of the site, above the natural clay. This surface was overlain by soft, grey silty-clay. A limestone wall post-dating these deposits was also noted. No dating evidence was recovered from any of these deposits. 
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North Crawley: St Firmin's Church SP 9270 4475 
In October James Mumford of OA carried out a watching brief during the laying of a new tile floor. Only 19th century floor make up and service ducting were revealed. 
Olney: 100 High Street SP 8899 5178 
A test-pit was excavated by Archaeologica as part of an evaluation of the site prior to development. The sample area was shown to have been heavily disturbed in very recent times. The only archaeological feature present was the remains of a possible post-medieval boundary wall. 
Pitstone: Pitstone Quarry SP 950 650 
Prior to the resumption of quarrying, an evaluation was carried out by Tim Upson-Smith of NA. The only features revealed were a modem disturbance and an undated, shallow gully. 
Stowe: Stowe Gardens SP 675 375 
English Heritage surveyors completed a topographical survey of the park at Stowe for the National Trust, in advance of a major restoration project involving the replanting of more than 4000 trees, repairs to the park buildings, and the removal of modem hedges and fences. The restoration process has been guided by combining archive evidence and archaeological evidence from the survey. The park at Stowe was first laid out in the 1640s. As with so many park landscapes it retains a wealth of relict features from early periods of land use. Post-war ploughing has taken a heavy toll on what was once an extensive system of ridge and furrow cultivation within the parish of Stowe, and the park retains significant visible remains of this system. Archaeological recording projects on various buildings and garden features completed in 200 I include those on the Grotto (measured drawing), the Paddock Course (excavations to locate gate), the Elysian Fields and the South Front (excavation of a water pipe trench), the Home Park (drainage 

trenches), Dido's Cave (exterior excavations), the North Front (service trenches), the Cook Monument (building recording), Wolfe's Obelisk (excavations) and the Fane of Pastoral Poetry (excavations and building recording). 
Tattenhoe: 'Site 33' SP 8295 3375 
Evaluation by TVAS in advance of residential development revealed only a series of post-medieval and undated features. 
Tylers Green: Rose Cottage su 9070 9394 
An evaluation comprising a desk-based assessment and trial trenching was led by David Fell of ASC in the garden of Rose Cottage in June. The assessment produced evidence for the development of the site since the late 18th century, but did not indicate that archaeological remains were present on the site. A single trial trench and test-pit were excavated. The trial trench revealed parts of two structures, a postmedieval kiln and a building with tile-built walls. Eleven examples of medieval Penn-type decorated floor tiles were found, along with a small assemblage of pottery and roof tile wasters. 
Westcott: Royal Ordnance Establishment SP 712 170 
Research and site recording by English Heritage as part of their Monuments Protection Programme assessment of Cold War monuments, identified remains of a 1/6th-scale model of the proposed silo designed in 1958 for Britain's Blue Streak intermediate-range ballistic missile. This innovative design, which allowed large rockets to be 'hot' launched directly from their silos, was eventually adopted in the United States as the Titan II series silos. The model and the remains of the Westcott ROE complex as a whole are considered to be nationally important monuments of the Cold War. 
West Wycombe: West Wycombe Park su 830 946 
English Heritage completed a detailed topographical survey of the gardens and park at West 
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Wycombe for the National Trust. The survey was commissioned to provide evidence for the compilation of a Conservation Plan for the estate, and to enhance the Trust's SMR. The survey has mapped a series of relict earthworks within the garden, some of which can be reconciled with missing elements of the designed gardens shown on maps of 1752 and 1767. The survey also encompassed Church Hill and identified the remains of a 'Celtic' field system surrounding the Iron Age Hill Fort. Supposed lynchets at the base of the hill have been identified as garden terraces, but perhaps using relict features from earlier land use. 
Wing, All Saints Church SP 880 225 
The unblocking of a former doorway into the firstfloor ringing floor of the 15th century tower was observed by MFA. The blocking was shown to have probably taken place in the 19th or 20th century. The 'original' opening was faced with plaster but lacked stone dressings, having apparently been cut through the rubble core of the tower. This suggests that the opening, as exposed, was unlikely to have been an original feature of the tower. 
Woughton: Old Rectory Farm SP 8707 3757 
A watching brief was undertaken by Archaeologica during garden works. Two parallel stone walls were identified, set c 6m apart and on east-west alignments. These were undated but it is possible that they formed part of the house or outbuildings, which stood on the site in the 17th century and were demolished in the 18th century. 
NEGATIVE RESULTS 
Amersham: Amersham Museum su 9565 9736 
A watching briefbyTVAS during the excavation of foundations for a new display area and office revealed little of archaeological interest. A flint nodule wall and associated possible floor layers predated 19th century made ground, but could not be more closely dated. Natural geology was not observed anywhere in the watching brief. A small collection of late post-medieval material was 

retained. A single flint spall could be prehistoric but is just as likely to be an accidental product of the use of flint in the walling. 
Amersham: Chimney Cottage, The Plat su 9564 9719 
A watching brief by TVAS during construction of an extension revealed nothing of archaeological interest 
Amersham: land at The Platt su 9569 9719 
An evaluation was undertaken by Tracy Michaels of AMS on a plot of land at The Platt, Old Amersham. Three trenches were excavated, revealing only undisturbed natural flint gravels. No archaeological features or finds were observed. 
Brill: 18 The Lawns SP 1420 6545 
In July 2001 Robin Bashford of OA undertook a watching brief during groundworks for an extension. No archaeological deposits or features were observed. 
Broughton: Brooklands Farm SP 8977 4002 
A watching brief was carried out by R. J. Ivens during the excavation of stanchion pits for a new barn. No pre-modern archaeological features were observed. 
Dadford: Grooms Cottage SP 6680 3830 
An evaluation by TVAS in advance of the construction of a new house revealed only 19th and 20th century pits and drains. A single sherd of medieval Potterspury ware and three sherds of 17th century pottery were all residual or unstratified. 
Edgcott: St Michael and All Angels Church SP 6800 2280 
A watching brief carried out by TVAS during the digging of new drains, did not locate any archaeological features although human bone was exposed 
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in the side of one soakaway and one part of the drainage trench. 
Hans/ope 
CAS was commissioned to conduct a watching brief during work to re-route and upgrade power cables in the northwest of Hanslope parish. Nothing of archaeological interest was encountered. 
Hans/ope: Hans/ope Ground SP 7726 4837 
A watching brief conducted by CAS during the placement of eight concrete pads and a septic tank, found nothing of archaeological interest. 
Haversham: Hill Farm SP 8367 4366 
During March 2001 a watching brief was undertaken by Nigel Wilson of ASC at Hill Farm, during the construction of an extension to the farm office. No archaeological features or finds were observed. 
lver: Delaford Close TQ 0405 8115 
Andy Norton of OA carried out a field evaluation on behalf of the Diocese of Oxford, in respect of proposals for a new vicarage. The evaluation revealed a modem garden soil over a possible ancient soil containing a fragment of Roman roof tile. No features of archaeological interest were encountered. 
Latimer: Jasons Hill Farm SP 9914 0240 
Magnetic scanning, with a lluxgate gradiometer, was carried out by EAS in advance of woodland planting under the Woodland Grant Scheme. 
Approxim~;~tely 6.6 hectares were scanned. This was followed by the detailed magnetic survey of one hectare, divided into four areas, to test the results of the scanning. The magnetic anomalies located were probably the result of either modern farming processes or geological processes. 

Milton Keynes: 'Birds Cottage' SP 8893 3912 
A watching brief was carried out by R. J. Ivens during the excavation of the foundation and service trenches for a new garage, garden room, etc., immediately north-east of Birds Cottage. The house dates to about 1300 and may have been the centre of a small manor. The site was formerly occupied by a series of 19th century barns and sheds. Remains of the latter, of service trenches and numerous 19th century rubbish pits were noted during the course of the watching brief. No archaeological remains predating the nineteenth century were observed. 
Milton Keynes: 'Pondwykes' SP 88775 392375 
A watching brief was carried out by R. J. Ivens during the excavation of foundation trenches for an extt>"sion at the south-east end of the house. The area proved to have been heavily disturbed by modem service trenches. A yard surface of brick and cobbles extended over all the undisturbed area, sealing a large pit of 19th century date. 
Newport Pagnell: High Street SP 8744 4388 
A watching brief by Archaeologica prior to the construction of a public toilet revealed make-up layers relating to the construction of the modern road. In a deeper drainage-trench was found a yellowish-grey clay deposit, similar in character to those related to a sunken road in observations to the west of the site (below). 
Newport Pagnell: High Street improvements SP 8759 4391 
Three mechanically opened trenches were observed and recorded by Archaeologica as part of a watching brief on improvements to the High Street. The trenches were located on the north edge of the High Street, between Union Street and St John Street. Observations revealed a succession of road surfaces, the lowest of which was yellowish-grey clay, forming the primary fill of a cut into the natural clay. This was identified as a possible sunken way. 
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North Crawley: 32 High Street SP 9280 4470 
In January 2001 a watching brief was undertaken by Nigel Wilson of ASC on an extension to 32 High Street, North Crawley. Three footing trenches and an area stripped for a conservatory were examined. No archaeological features or finds were observed. 
Olney: 8 Silver End SP 89016 51247 
A watching brief was undertaken by R. J. Ivens during the excavation of foundation trenches for a small extension to the rear of the house. The area proved to have been much disturbed by recent service trenches and modern pits. The stone footings of the northern property boundary wall and the west wall of the house were shown to be of a single build. No other significant remains were observed. 
Olney: 2 Yardley Road SP 8882 5197 
Observations made by Archaeologica during the course of a watching brief indicate that the site had been substantially landscaped in recent years. The surviving archaeological remains were truncated and consisted of a 19th century pit and an undated ditch, possibly a property boundary. 
Olney, Lavendon, Cold Brayfield: water main SP 8890 5230 to SP 9154 5432 and SP 9300 5230 
A watching brief was undertaken by Nigel Wilson of ASC during the construction of a new water main between Olney, Lavendon and Cold Brayfield, in January. The route, which followed existing roads, passed close to the Roman settlement at Ashfurlong. However, no archaeological remains were observed. 
Ravenstone: water main SP 8490 5060 
During April and May 2001 a watching brief was undertaken by Nigel Wilson of ASC during the laying of new water mains through Ravenstone village. Every open cut more than 300mm wide 

was subject to the watching brief. No features or artefacts were identified during the project. 
Stoke Goldington: water main SP 837 487 to SP 834 475 
In September 2001 the construction of a water main to the south of Stoke Goldington was monitored by Nigel Wilson of ASC. As the main was laid by drilling, monitoring was limited to the drilling holes, set at approximately lOOm intervals along the route. No archaeological features or finds were observed during the project. 
Stone: Dove House, Bishopstone SP 8060 1005 
A watching brief undertaken by HAT prior to the construction of outbuildings revealed no archaeological features or finds. The site had recently been levelled following the removal of an orchard. A uniform depth of topsoil and subsoil was observed throughout the site, overlying natural sand deposits. 
Westcott: 7 Lower Green SP 720 170 
James Mumford ofOA carried out a watching brief in advance of a housing development. No archaeological deposits or features were observed. 
Wing SP 816 292 to SP 875 216 
Following a break in construction occasioned by the foot & mouth epidemic, archaeological monitoring by Nigel Wilson and David Fell of ASC on the final section of this water main construction project was completed in July (Records 42, 149). This section, past Wing Airfield to the A418 Aylesbury- Wing road, was laid by drilling. As a result, observations were limited to the drilling pits, dug at c.lOOm intervals along the route. Although this section of the route passed through a known area of Iron Age/Roman activity south of the airfield (CAS 6229), the limited disturbance caused by the access pits meant that no archaeological features were recorded along this part of the route. 
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Wing: All Saints Church SP 88012256 
A watching brief was carried out by TVAS during the insertion of new central-heating pipes beneath the floor of the church. The work did not disturb any deposits earlier than the previous set of modem pipes. 
Wing: land adjacent 6 Church Street SP 8814 2261 
An evaluation by JMHS revealed a modem agricultural soil extending across the site, sealing 19th century features, which possibly relate to the site's occupation by Parish rooms. 
NO REPORTS RECEIVED 
Its understood that archaeological work has been carried out at the following locations: 

Bury Farm, Great Missenden (buildings, excavation, WB) Bowden Mills, London Road, High Wycombe (evaluation) County Arms & The Orchards, Stone (evaluation & WB) Manor Farm, Whitchurch (evaluation) Rosemary Cottage, Winslow (WB) 10 High Street, Winslow (evaluation) Monkston Park Electrical Substations (WB) 49 High Street, Stony Stratford (building record-ing) Brook Bridge, Broughton (evaluation) Yew Tree Farm, Hanslope (building recording) Stanton Low Church (WB) 199a High Street, Stony Stratford (WB) 12 Oakhill Road, Shenley Church End (building recording) Phase 2, l(jngsmead North, Shenley Church End (evaluation) 


